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SIDE A (extract)

ENGLISH TRANSLATION.

Kantano HABIMANA

...we ara going to fight them and defeat them. There is no possible doubt about

this. And ! have noticed that they will ail be decimated if they are not careful.

The endangered family.., but the lnkotanyi do hot understand Kinyarwanda, their

mentors are no good., they are intransigent and they do not understand

anything.., in Kinyaoe«anda it is said that an endangered fami!y usually shoots its

arrows seeking protection from an embankment, which it uses as a shield when

comered. So it takes cover behind the embankment. ! think that this proverb is

clear. An endangered family shoots its arrows taking cover from an

embankment, which it uses as a shie!d when it cap, no longer ho!d out.. And

which one is this endangered family in Rwanda ? They are the lnkotanyi. As a

matter of fact, itis a group fro.m the Tutsi minority. The Tutsis are very few.

Even if they are estimated at 10%, in any event this war has reduced them by

about 2%. They ara 2% !ess, so there are only 8% left. How will these people

not disappear if they continue to commit suicide and fight against people who are

more numerous than themselves ?

! think that among.., these lnkotanyi, there necessarily should be "a young bull

that wil! decimate the cows that begot it". ! do not know whether it is KAGAME,

a!ias KAGOME. ! do not know whether it is RUTAREMARA or Patdck

MAZIMPAKA, but among the Inkotanyi, there is ... ! do not know whether it is

KANYARENGWE, this KANYAMURENGWE, but among th.em there is. surely

someone who must have signed a contract to have them exterminated and



wiped out.., to get their names fade into oblivion, to cause the Tutsis to

disappear from the surface of the Earth, to have them completely wiped

out. Nobody knows who this individual is; let him continue, but ! think he himself

will bear the consequences of his acts and it will be too late. It will be too late...

and, at that stage, there wi!! be nothing he cou!d do.


